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Preamble: Whereas mullets are defined as hairstyles exhibiting short hair along the front
and sides of the head and exhibiting longer hair along the back of the head, and since
mullets are determined as aesthetically displeasing by all except those who possess
them, and since are also known as Neck Blankets, Wisconsin Waterfalls, and Drape
Apes, and since such hairstyles are also associated with a peach fuzz mustache, tight-
fitting acid-washed jeans, and keyrings hanging from belt loops, and since originated in
Ancient Rome, and since reintroduced in the 1970’s by Paul McCartney and David
Bowie, and since they are a disgrace to all humanity.

SECTION 1: Let it be that the reportation of  mullets and regulation of mullets extends
to all hair salons, barber shops and home hygienics.

SECTION 2:  Let all offenders of public mullet exposure be held subject to disciplinary
haircuts and held on permanent record if offense is greater than two times. Disciplinary
actions to be enforced shall be implemented as such: $1,000 fine and 78.4 hours of
community service. The funds will go into this bill’s enforcement.

SECTION 3: Let it be that a mullet is to be defined by the following equation:
[(drapage/plumage * gender) + sum of accessories] * freak factor equals severity of  a
mullet.

Sub-SECTION A: Let it be that any number between twenty-one and twenty-
five will be deemed a bad haircut, and will be considered a warning.
Sub-SECTION B: Let it be that any number between twenty-five and forty be
determined a mullet, whose disciplinary action will be consistent with an offense
in SECTION 2.
Sub-SECTION C: Let it be that any number over forty-one be determined a
mullet that needs special disciplinary actions. Let it be that the special
disciplinary actions be each of the actions listed above and 240 hours of
mandatory Mullet Wearers Anonymous (MWA) meetings.

SECTION 4: Let it be that all police forces will enforce mullet regulation and perform
bi-monthly inspections upon past offenders, and those who have been previously
warned.

SECTION 5: This bill shall go into effect 57 days after passage.


